
The Complete Guide To Natural Fiber Location Rugs 

Professional and amateur interior designers love the soft, durable, and long-lasting natural fiber 

rugs. Especially popular in modern and coastal styles The neutral colors and natural look of sisal 

and jute rugs are extremely adaptable and easy additions to any room. This week, we're focusing 

on these stunning pieces of design and demonstrating how to get the natural appearance in your 

home. 

What are Natural Rugs Made From? 

"Natural" is an umbrella term that encompasses a wide range of rug styles and materials. In 

simple terms, natural rugs are made of materials that are that are found in (you you guessed it) 

nature. They are also less expensive than synthetic materials such as polypropylene. 

"Natural" is typically used to describe rugs made from fibrous plant fibers like sisal, jute and 

seagrass. However it also covers soft materials like wool and cotton. Each of these materials 

have their own pros and cons. It is important familiar with all of your options to make sure that 

you're selecting the ideal rug for your needs. If you wish for additional hints about natural rugs, 

look at here. 

Jute 

Perhaps best known as the burlap-like material, jute is a soft, durable natural fiber and an 

extremely popular choice. With their generally light beige color and chunky, "perfectly 

imperfect" texture rug made of jute, they are a great way to create an organic feature to your 

living space. 

Jute is a natural, soft rug material that does not sacrifice comfort. But, it also means that it is 

among the less durable materials utilized in natural rug designs. Jute rug are ideal for spaces with 

medium to low traffic like living rooms and bedrooms. 

Sisal 

Sisal rugs, made from dried sisalana agave fibers, are among the longest-lasting natural rug on 

the market. Sisal rugs have similar earthy hues to jute rugs however, they are slightly more fine-

grained. This means sisal rugs will have a neat, more uniform appearance compared to the bulky 

weave of jute. 

The sisal's tough fibers carpets can take a lot of abuse, but that does come with a loss of comfort. 

Sisal fibers may feel rough and scratchy underfoot because of their rough texture. Sisal is also 

very absorbent and is susceptible to discoloration by spills. They are the best rugs to use in high-

traffic areas in which you desire a sleek, modern look. 

Natural Cotton 

https://naturalarearugsblog.com/


In discussions about natural rug designs Rugs made of cotton are frequently ignored. Although it 

is technically a plant fiber that is similar to sisal or jute, it does appear and feel very different. 

Rugs made of cotton are typically constructed from strips of fabric colored in vibrant colors and 

braided together. It is usually recycled from old clothes, blankets, and other textiles. In this 

manner, cotton rugs, such as chindi "rag rugs" are an excellent method to minimize the 

environmental impact of your home by giving new life to older items. 

Just like cotton t-shirts, cotton rugs are very soft and can be dyed in vibrant colors to match any 

decor style. As with jute rugs but this comes with a cost, which is toughness. They are washable 

and can be kept looking newer for a greater extent than Jute rugs. It is possible to use cotton rugs 

in areas that have casual and low-foot traffic such as bedrooms. 

Wool 

While wool isn't made of plant fibers, it would be remiss to not include it on this list. Wool is 

extremely versatile, soft, stain resistant, and holds dye extremely well. Wool is the best rug-

making material. It's the most sought-after material used for weaving rugs. 

Of course, all these benefits are not without cost. Hand-knotted wool rugs are common. They 

come with a higher price tag in comparison to other natural and even synthetic rug. But, wool is 

the best choice if you need rug that can be used in every environment, and look great while doing 

so. 
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